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Automated, File-Based Subtitling with AI 

As part of a larger solution, VoCaption empowers you to deliver automatic subtitling across the most comprehensive 

range of linear, OTT and file-based formats on the market today. It can be used stand-alone with a 3rd party subtitling 

system, but its full benefits are felt when used in conjunction with BroadStream’s market-leading Polistream captioning 

encoder or with integrated playout solution, OASYS, where it can automatically detect the absence of subtitles and im-

plement emergency subtitling automatically and revert to file-playout when subtitles re-appear thus reducing the vol-

ume of fines a broadcaster may incur for the tempo-

rary loss of subtitles. 

Inputs to VoCaption are Line-in, an AES feed or di-

rectly from the SDI signal. Speech engine support is 

achieved by a local VoCaption instance connecting 

to a cloud-based instance or a local RTVA, Real-Time 

Virtual Appliance. 

If a language you need is not supported and you can provide material and accurate transcription then we are more 

than happy to discuss adding and supporting that language. 

VoCaption offers accurate, real-time  
Speech-to-Text processing across a diverse and expanding 

language base to assist with emergency captioning and 
subtitling for breaking news, remotes, files needing last-
minute subtitles and support for your human captioners. 

Live Captioning and Subtitling can be complicated and expensive. Breaking news or last minute changes 

makes it even harder to coordinate with a human captioner, confirm the audio feed is clear and hope the 

captioner can understand what is being said and get the words right. It’s not easy. 

Languages Currently Supported  

Global English 

German 

Spanish 

French 

 Japanese 

Korean 

Dutch 

Portuguese 
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Advantages of using VoCaption as part of your captioning or subtitling workflow: 

 Results are automatically recorded to a TTML for archive, compliance, repurposing and metadata harvesting. 

 VoCaption is a complimentary product to re-speaking workflows to increase productivity at a reduced cost. 

 VoCaption excels at newsroom applications where teleprompters are not available for certain segments or as a way 
to enable re-speakers to take periodic breaks. 

 VoCaption makes it easy for Government, Education, Military and Business meetings and presentations to provide 

live subtitles for group gatherings to support the presenters and properly include those who need extra assistance 
due to hearing or language issues. 

Join the revolution to learn more about automated live captioning & subtitling! 


